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Introduction
CISOs have a tough job, perhaps nowhere more so than in healthcare.
Data security, regulatory compliance, legacy infrastructure, IoT, and
the high value of PHI (Protected Health Information) place the CISO
in the midst of a high stakes game of capture the flag, where the
consequences can, at the extreme, mean life or death.

How can CISOs
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•

Consistently protect user endpoints across OSes?

•

Consistently protect multi-cloud workloads?

•

Better manage risk with existing staff?

•

Protect against rogue IoT?
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Data Security Challenges
Hospitals and health systems run on data and myriad applications of all
types. They need a slew of in-house and third party personnel, software
platforms, security solutions, and more just to function properly. Data
moves from point of care into and throughout numerous systems, some
controlled by the organization and some by “business associates.”

Because the Privacy Rule requires that “a covered entity obtain satisfactory assurances from its business associate that they will appropriately safeguard the PHI it receives or creates on behalf of the
covered entity,” security leaders must ensure that the platform they are looking into has an attestation to its appropriateness in helping an organization maintain HIPAA compliance.
PHI is valuable, much more so than other personally identifiable information (PII). Estimates vary, but
recent reporting from CBS put price tags of $1, $110, and $1,000 for Social Security numbers, credit
card info, and medical records, respectively.
Medical records fetch a high price on the dark web because they contain extensive details which,
once exfiltrated, can facilitate any number of criminal activities such as:
•

Opening credit cards

•

Filing fraudulent insurance claims,

•

Reselling PHI on the dark web, and

•

Buying prescription drugs / opioids

Considering the options available to cyber criminals, it’s no surprise the premium that PHI carries,
and no mystery why the healthcare industry sits squarely in their sights.
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Ransomware, Malware, and IoT
The scale and sophistication of modern threats have left legacy AV and first
generation EDR solutions behind.
Dozens of ransomware attacks have struck healthcare systems in 1H 2020.
•

Ransomware Forces WY Healthcare System to Cancel Treatment,
Transfer Patients (link)

•

Colorado Hospital Locked Out of Patient Records (link)

Aging infrastructure on legacy OSes, lengthy patch cycles, and a wide array of IoT combine to leave
your user endpoints and server workloads vulnerable to attack. Furthermore, security teams are often
not permitted to update proprietary systems and modalities because manufacturers control the cycle
for “approved” patching. These devices often sit in limbo with a wider than normal attack surface.

There is no industry where the cost of
a data breach is higher than healthcare

1
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•

Lost patient records

•

Delays or cancellation of medical care

•

Transferred patients

•

Impaired business prospects

•

Recovery costs

329 Days

$7.13 M

Avg lifecycle of

Avg cost of

healthcare breach1

healthcare breach

2020 Ponemon Institute
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The Path Forward
Healthcare IT leaders not only need better protection, but also better
detection, response, and threat hunting. A 329 day average breach
lifecycle is unacceptable. We expect a better standard of care.
Endpoint protection and response (EPP+EDR) should distribute autonomous intelligence at the endpoint, so that the endpoint itself becomes the point of enforcement. Modern malware and fileless
attacks spread their evil quickly - we can no longer afford to wait on a network connection or human
intervention. Seconds count.
The combination of AI and judicious use of automation can monitor endpoints - user or server, physical or virtual, remote or on-site - for aberrant behavior and stop the contagion before it spreads.
Then, automated correlation of the attack’s events should simplify and accelerate triage, so that analysts can quickly respond.
Considering the diverse array of OSes, EPP+EDR should provide equal protection across multiple
platforms, including legacy OS, for Windows, Windows Server, Linux, macOS, Docker, and Kubernetes.

Visibility is key
Rogue IoT devices on your network can become a forward base of operations for attackers as they
conduct reconnaissance and move laterally across your network. Automated discovery and alert of
these IoT devices is crucial in sensitive environments. Moreover, your existing managed endpoints
should automatically monitor network traffic and isolate IoT threats - with no additional hardware or
software to manage.
Whether IoT or server, Windows or Linux, cloud VMs or Docker containers, endpoint protection and
response should be easily managed from one multi-cloud console.

Because the best tech is
powerful, responsive, AND easy to use.
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Introducing SentinelOne
Singularity™ XDR Platform
Healthcare organizations use a diverse set of IT infrastructure
spanning OS platforms, servers, user endpoints, cloud, and IoT.
The SentinelOne Singularity XDR Platform combines next-gen prevention and EDR capabilities in
a single Sentinel agent to achieve autonomous EPP at machine speed. AI monitors thousands of
concurrent OS processes across every endpoint, every millisecond of every day, to detect malicious behavior. In Protect Mode, the Sentinel agent not only identifies the attack but also thwarts
the contagion.

“

Excellent EDR... works on
or off network.
SR CYBER SECURITY ANALYST
Healthcare, 500M - 1B USD
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Not Today, Ransomware.
Not Ever.
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Legacy AV and first generation EDR had their day. Modern fileless
attacks require distributed intelligence that operates autonomously
at the endpoint, to thwart attacks early in their progression.
+

Behavioral AI monitors the endpoint and limits the spread

+

Storyline™ technology auto-correlates events and maps
to MITRE, accelerating triage

+

Patented 1-click remediation surgically removes
malignant events

“
Already stopped
ransomware... ahead
of the competition
CTO
Healthcare, <50M USD

2020 MITRE ATT&CK
• Fewest Misses
• Most Correlations
• Best Data Enrichment Coverage
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WAVE™ EDR

2020 KUPPINGERCOLE
MARKET COMPASS

”Strong Performer”

Featured EPDR Innovator
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SentinelOne Cloud Workload
Security
Security is often cited as the #1 concern of organizations using
public clouds. Protecting your patients’ PHI and PII is paramount
to regulatory compliance, trust, and business success. SentinelOne
Cloud Workload Security can help.
Our innovative, enterprise EPP+EDR works as effectively for securing server and container workloads as it does for user endpoints, stopping malware, accelerating response, and transforming proactive threat hunting. We support all major Linux distributions and Windows Server 2019 all the way
back to 2003 SP2. Runtime container protection is available for managed Kubernetes services EKS,
AKS, and GKE. Our App Control Engine automatically stops unauthorized processes in their tracks - no
allow listing or ML training periods required.
Whether physical or virtual, data center, AWS, Azure, or Google Cloud, SentinelOne can help you secure your cloud workloads, all from our streamlined and intuitive multi-cloud, multi-tenant console.
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“
“
API-first UI simplifies

“
Wow... get S1 now, or just be 1

automation & integration

year older when you do

LEAD SYSTEM ENGINEER
Enterprise Architecture, 3B - 5B USD

CLOUD DEVOPS I&O
Misc, 1B - 3B USD
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SentinelOne Ranger®
Protects from IoT Threats
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A single, compromised IoT device can become an adversary’s
operating base for reconnaissance, lateral movement, and a breach.
SentinelOne Ranger transforms every Sentinel agent into an array of distributed network sensors,
automatically and autonomously protecting your compute infrastructure from IoT attacks and compromised devices. No extra hardware. No network changes. No manual traffic analysis.

Ranger is the easy button for network visibility and control.
Just turn it on. 1-click simple.

+

RANGER®
ADD-ON FEATURES

Hunt Rogue & IoT Devices
in Deep VisibilityTM
Monitor Suspicious Behavior
with Storyline™ Active Response Watchlists

RANGER®
ADD-ON FEATURES

Isolate Device-based Threats
from the Infrastructure Network
Live Comprehensive Asset Inventory
to manage IT Hygiene

+

Instant Whole Enterprise Visibility
with Flexible Active & Passive Scanning

TM

Identify Agent Deployment Gaps
cloud delivered from SentinelOne
Know your Network
with Automated Network Sweeps
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FEATURES
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Security for the Modern
Healthcare Enterprise
Tomorrow’s threats require a new enterprise security paradigm. The
SentinelOne Singularity Platform is purpose-built to prevent, detect,
respond, and hunt across endpoint, cloud, and IoT. As you consider
ways forward, we leave you with a few thoughts, to consider their
relative importance and place in your organization.

Scale Your People

Simplified Experience

Enable the team with better tools including

One agent consolidates security functions

edge-to-cloud distributed intelligence, machine

and reduces agent count. One console unfies

generated context, proactive detection, and a

administration of devices and cloud workloads.

full menu of automated responses.

Fast to deploy. Easy to manage.

Exceptional Customer
Experiences

Frictionless
Threat Resolution

Customers are our #1. The proof is in our high

Patented Storyline™ tech enables 1-click reme-

customer satisfaction ratings and net promoter

diation and rollback to accelerate recovery to

scores that rival the globe’s best companies.

real time. Storyline Active Response or STAR™
provides proactive detection and response. For
threat hunters and responders, remediation is
integrated as a standard EDR response.

Purpose-Built
for Enterprises
Offers deep capabilities for demanding teams

To learn more, speak with an expert, or request a demo, visit us at
www.sentinelone.com
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SentinelOne
is a Customer First Company
Continual measurement and improvement drives us to exceed customer expectations.

97 %

OT

AUGUST 2020

ES
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Customer
Satisfaction (CSAT)

E CT)

Of Gartner Peer Insights™ ‘Voice
of the Customer’ Reviewers
recommend SentinelOne

97 %

P
PONSE (

PCI DSS Attestation
HIPAA Attestation

4.9

About SentinelOne
More Capability. Less Complexity. SentinelOne is pioneering the future of cybersecurity with autonomous, distributed endpoint intelligence aimed at simplifying the security stack without forgoing enterprise capabilities. Our technology is designed to scale people with automation and frictionless
threat resolution. Are you ready?
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Contact us
sales@sentinelone.com
+1-855-868-3733

sentinelone.com
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